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Hands-On Ethical Hacking and Network DefenseCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	It's nearly impossible to pick up a newspaper or read your favorite online news source these days without seeing yet another article about identity theft or credit card numbers being stolen from unprotected databases. Cyber crime and the threat of computer-related attacks are growing daily, and the need for security professionals who...
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The Network Security Test Lab: A Step-by-Step GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	The ultimate hands-on guide to IT security and proactivedefense


	The Network Security Test Lab is a hands-on, step-by-stepguide to ultimate IT security implementation. Covering the fullcomplement of malware, viruses, and other attack technologies, thisessential guide walks you through the security assessment...
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Mastering Machine Learning for Penetration Testing: Develop an extensive skill set to break self-learning systems using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a master at penetration testing using machine learning with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify ambiguities and breach intelligent security systems
	
			Perform unique cyber attacks to breach robust systems
	
			Learn to leverage machine learning algorithms
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PC Magazine Fighting Spyware, Viruses, and MalwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Think there's no malicious software on your computer? PC Magazine thinks you should think again.
Scans by ISPs have revealed as many as twenty-eight spyware programs running on the average home computer—like yours. That's a lot of people prying into what's on your PC, and a DSL or cable connection is a virtual welcome mat. But by...
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Managed Code Rootkits: Hooking into Runtime EnvironmentsSyngress Publishing, 2010

	We live in a world in which we can’t trust our computers. For example, how can we
	know for sure that our hardware manufacturer did not hide malicious code in the
	system’s microchip? Or that our freshly installed operating system does not contain
	backdoors created by a rogue developer from the OS development team?

...
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Practical Cyber Intelligence: How action-based intelligence can be an effective response to incidentsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Your one stop solution to implement a Cyber Defense Intelligence program in to your organisation.

	Key Features
		
			Intelligence processes and procedures for response mechanisms
	
			Master F3EAD to drive processes based on intelligence
	
			Threat modeling and intelligent frameworks
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Penetration Testing with Shellcode: Detect, exploit, and secure network-level and operating system vulnerabilitiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Shellcode to leverage the buffer overflow concept

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand how systems can be bypassed both at the operating system and network level with shellcode, assembly, and Metasploit
	
			Learn to write and modify 64-bit shellcode along with kernel-level shellcode...
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Network Security: A Practical Approach (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Network Security is a comprehensive resource written for anyone who plans or implements network security measures, including managers and practitioners. It offers a valuable dual perspective on security: how your network looks to hackers who want to get inside, and how you need to approach it on the inside to keep them at bay.
...
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Mastering Linux Security and Hardening: Secure your Linux server and protect it from intruders, malware attacks, and other external threatsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to mastering the art of preventing your Linux system from getting compromised.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage this guide to confidently deliver a system that reduces the risk of being hacked
	
			Perform a number of advanced Linux security techniques such as...
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Android Malware (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Mobile devices, such as smart phones, have achieved computing and networking capabilities comparable to traditional personal computers. Their successful consumerization has also become a source of pain for adopting users and organizations. In particular, the widespread presence of information-stealing applications and other types of mobile...
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Ransomware: Defending Against Digital ExtortionO'Reilly, 2016

	
		The biggest online threat to businesses and consumers today is ransomware, a category of malware that can encrypt your computer files until you pay a ransom to unlock them. With this practical book, you’ll learn how easily ransomware infects your system and what steps you can take to stop the attack before it sets foot in the...
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Mastering Malware Analysis: The complete malware analyst's guide to combating malicious software, APT, cybercrime, and IoT attacksPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Master malware analysis to protect your systems from getting infected

	
		Key Features

		
			Set up and model solutions, investigate malware, and prevent it from recurring
	
			Learn core concepts relating to dynamic malware analysis, memory forensics, decryption, and much more
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